“THE NEW GOLF PERFORMANCE CENTER is spectacular and I am amazed at how educational and energizing it is to hang out there.
Especially eye opening is the putting studio and the work of Phil Kenyon and David Angelotti. Even after playing on Tour
for over 30 years, they are teaching me so many new concepts to help my game.” – DAVIS LOVE III

TRAINING UNDER ONE ROOF
The new Golf Performance Center at Sea Island Resort
combines the best teachers and the latest technology – all with a million-dollar view.

SEA ISLAND, GEORGIA: Sea Island is the
only resort in the world to achieve four
Forbes Five-Star ratings 11 years in a row
with The Cloister, The Lodge, The Georgian
Room, and The Spa at Sea Island receiving
the celebrated designation.
Site of the PGA TOUR’s RSM Classic for
the past ten years, more Tour professionals
live, play, or train on Sea Island than any
other golf destination in the country.

QUALITY INSTRUCTION = MAX RESULTS
The seaside Golf Performance Center offers
some of the finest practice facilities—
indoors and out. Assets include a 300-yard
range overlooking St. Simons Sound, multiple target greens, two chipping greens, four
putting greens, TrackMan radars, a TrackMan
simulator, 3D motion plates, PuttView, and a Zen Green Stage putting platform.
“We offer a comprehensive approach to golf under the trusted expertise of
instructors who are leaders in their field, including Phil Kenyon [world renowned
putting coach] and Randy Myers [fitness trainer of more than a dozen PGA TOUR
players]. Our model covers six core competencies—long game, short game, putting, golf fitness, club fitting, and mental game,” said Craig Allan, manager of the
Golf Performance Center at Sea Island Resort.
“Your journey begins with a pre-arrival phone interview with our concierge to
gather background and determine goals. Everyone has areas of their game they
want to work on but our job is to determine the
areas that will have the greatest impact,” continued Allan. “More often than not, we adjust your
customized program while you are here to
address strengths and weaknesses and maximize
benefits. All of our programming is adaptable
and doesn’t focus on simply hitting full shots on
the practice range. After all, you typically only
hit your driver a dozen times during a round.
Other aspects of your game have far greater
impact on your score and general enjoyment. I
like to compare golf to a wheel. All spokes must
be in alignment for it to roll smoothly.” ■
For more information, visit SeaIsland.com.

“THE NEW PUTTING STUDIO
has been a huge success, helping
us align students’ concepts of stroke
mechanics with improved green
reading structure to help them
make more putts.”
– CRAIG ALLAN, MANAGER,
GOLF PERFORMANCE CENTER

